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Objective:
The survey was commissioned by VAPAC to ascertain the current state of the member
venues use and position on ticketing systems. The aim of the exercise was to try and
determine a number of key areas of information. These included:
 Current size and volume
 Current system use, process and areas of need
 Overall satisfaction as well as specific focus on areas such as supplier support,
web processing and the like.
In completing the survey and providing both current information on use, satisfaction
and process, it was also aimed to try and gather some “blue sky” thoughts on what may
be lacking/needed in systems for the VAPAC members. This “blue sky” question
brought up some interesting responses and, while system suppliers manage road maps
and product development out into the future, it does have the potential to raise an
interesting area of discussion with suppliers/partners for future directions.
Highlighted areas:
While reviewing the responses and collating the data for the workshop and this report, a
number of key areas were highlighted. These included:
 Ticket volumes were expected to increase marginally by a majority of
respondents. (Q2)
 CRM was a core component of the current system base (Q7) and would be
considered a core need of any new/alternate system, particularly in areas of
“source of truth”, extensive data, integrated to marketing and more (Q40)
 Marketing tools are considered an essential tool but a majority of sites are
currently using third party tools with no direct integration (Q8) where lists are
created and fed to a third party tool and results/responses don’t feed back in to
the ticketing system. Future view of use was logically to increase use of
marketing tools (Q9) with specific desire to see more/better integration of these
tools. Some good ideas/suggestions were also raised (Q38/39/41).
 Reporting tools were a mix of canned/system reports and some with the ability
to create as needed. (Q10) while BI (Business Intelligence) tools (Q36) were a
highly rated preference for future use. A number of respondents expressed
desire (Q42) for the ability to create/schedule reports as and when needed and,
while simplicity was a preference for use and admin, more powerful tools, higher
levels of integration and more extensive data mining were also outlined.
 Web sales and the level of “white label” integration (Q18) that is in place showed
a m`ix of degrees of end to end completeness.
 Web processing satisfaction from both the internal (Q19) and external (Q20) view
of web sales highlighted an area that could be better for all concerned. The
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general consensus appears to be that, while OK, there are areas for improvement
from an internal/admin perspective as well as from the consumer side (Q21). This
led to a number of suggested areas of improvement/focus points for attention
(Q20/44).
Supplier satisfaction (Q25/31) was an interesting balance between the two
extremes of dissatisfied and satisfied and could provide an opportunity for more
indepth analysis of what is/isn’t working to the venues satisfaction.
Business model questions were raised to ascertain the current state of play
(Q21/22/23) as well as potential for future directions (Q45/46). This highlighted
similar areas of concern, whether hosted or “on premise” systems where
maintenance times, load and general operations can impact a venues operations.
Business models have evolved over time, much like systems and supply models.
While respondents had a variety of models in play (Q26), there was a strong
preference (Q27) for an “all in” flat click model. This led to a question re the
economics for system supply (Q28).
Looking to changes in the global market that could potentially flow down to
Australia, a question was asked (Q32/33) re possible new/different business
models. While not an overwhelming positive to consider these, the responses did
suggest a willingness to review options.

Summary thoughts/opportunities
 There are other system suppliers either with Australian presence already or
interested to enter the Australian market that would be worth considering
 Economics may come in to play with the expected charge rate potentially similar
or higher than currently experienced (note the suggestion doing “like for like”
comparisons and not don’t just look at net costs.) See Notes 1. Trybooking and
other service fee model/comparison.
 A group model may be of interest to look at as per a couple of suggestions in the
survey responses. The reality of owning a system for VAPAC may be possible but
the economics would need to be carefully reviewed. Data
protection/segmentation would not be a major issue as a number of systems can
handle such a tenanted system model.
 Timing. As was noted from the responses in the survey, (Q29/30/46), the view to
system replacement and timing thereof, mans a move to prepare and publish a
tender is paramount and a detailed review project should be commenced as soon
as practicable.
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In summary, of 29 respondents, the system use break up was as follows:
CentaMan
1
ENTA:
2
Eventbrite
1
Seatadvisor
10
Seatgeek
7
Tickets.com:
6
Trybooking
2
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Marketing use was highlighted by the high number of respondents that export lists/data
files and process through a third party system and do not have a link of this data or
actions taken from it, back into the ticketing system. It was also noted re the low
response count to handling unsubscribes. Under the current Data Protection Act and,
potentially, with the flow on effect from the EU GDPR policies, this is an area that could
cause issue at some point in the future.
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The significant response rate to this question indicating a desire for directly integrated
tools that should support all phases of the marketing process, from data query/selection
throughs ending and then closing the marketing process by passing back all needed stats
back to the ticketing system-closed loop marketing. See Note 2.
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Integration options are high on the “would like” area and, while they cost initially in
some cases, the reduction in manual processing/overhead can be significant. Always
worth considering what options you may have when looking at a system and how
integrations are achieved.
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An interesting indication here of a desire to expand sales through agents (owned/third
party) at some point in the future. Click models, where software use is not controlled by
per user license models, supports this option well, as long as the system model supports
the third party sales where things such as data privacy, third party fees, collection/
settlement areas need to be considered amongst others.
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While web sales can be seen from internal and external views, online sales have become
so normal that any minor (or major) issues can severely impact the day to day business
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as well as the general reputation of the venue.
From the range of responses and listed comments, it is evident that the web area is
prime
for
improvement
and
stabilisation.
A few thoughts when considering this area of integration:
 While the expectation is that a system supplier will/should provide a seamless
web experience as part of the system supply, the tools are mostly designed as a
single path/one size fits most model.
 All system suppliers try to provide “out of the box” flexible tools to facilitate this
however this can be unrealistic when each venue has a slightly different
perspective as to how they would prefer to have the sales process. This can make
a significant impact on the delivery of the web experience and is often seen as a
shortcoming of the suppliers system.
 The other side of this position is that most, if not all, suppliers will have a web API
that can be supplied to a venue (free or with cost) for the venue to design as they
wish. This then comes down to time and cost and most venues, particularly those
with limited/no resource for this, will then not be able to use such an API toolkit
but will still expect the supplier to provide a “custom’ solution for the venue
using the “out of the box” web components.
 A proper understanding of need and preparedness to invest OR compromise is
often called for.
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While looking at the mix of responses to Q26, and comparing to the responses here
(Q27), there is a clear indication to a clean “per click” model. While this isn’t something
that can be dictated to suppliers, it is definitely a model that is showing more and more
from system suppliers globally.
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The economics of the Australian market are such that, compared to overseas markets,
we are a small volume in comparison. With very limited locally developed solutions, the
reality of overseas suppliers entering the local market and being sustainable may
require consideration of the economics for venues. Cost recovery through outside
fees/recharging may need to be considered at some point.
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Questions 32 and 33 were included to see what options may be of interest in looking at
group operation. While council policy and data segmentation/privacy are paramount
concerns, they are not necessarily insurmountable and could give rise to the
opportunity for a VAPAC wide system, or similar. Areas for thought perhaps in the
future.
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Business intelligence (BI) tools have come of age in the last few years and, while they
have been available for a long time, they were generally aimed at the corporate end of
the market. Having said that, it may be that your Council may be using such tools
already and integrating them to your ticketing system data may provide both low
barriers to access and much increased data review and analysis. Reporting has been a
statement of transaction while BI is deemed to be more forward looking. See Note 3.
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An interesting area in the current market landscape. We have seen seat maps (mostly)
progress from the old blocked X/Y axis display, to curved graphical representations of
the venue and what the hall actually looks like. Additions such as view from seat and
other display options have been plugged in while 3D visualisation is now becoming a
direct representation of seating and offering the ability to select directly from the 3D
visualisations with all it has to offer. See Note 4.
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The last few questions, 39 through to 45 were aimed to collect those thoughts from
everyone on areas that may have been siting there unsaid or passed along to suppliers
but still sitting not yet actioned. While it is impossible to predict what is/isn’t possible,
particularly where multiple suppliers are concerned, the range of topics aside was
tremendous and provide a good deal of potential input to potential/existing suppliers.
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Notes:
1. Trybooking, for example, suggest their fees are “simple”. As quoted from the
Trybooking website: TryBooking's fees are simple – for the event organiser there
is a credit card processing fee of 2.1% + $0.50 per transaction (not per ticket). For
the ticket purchaser, there is a $0.30 service fee per ticket.
https://www.trybooking.com/blogs/tips/5-facts-about-online-ticketing
However when you look at the rates, particularly the fact they are charging 2.1%
merchant service fee (MSF), their rates actually work out reasonably expensive
when you look at the possible MSF a council can have (often well under the 1%
mark) so doing a comparison is worthwhile. And remember, you can always
choose to charge booking fees to recover any/all of the fees. When doing any
comparison, always look at essential items from the system as well as the fees
and compare based on all – things like CRM, data ownership, integrated tools,
white label look and feel etc.
The following shows a comparison on the same 2 tickets at $100 that Trybooking
use in their example but with a council MSF of .065% and a click rate of
$0.40/ticket and two other examples of “optional suppliers” with higher per click
rates.

The above comparison shows that even if you were paying $1.00 per ticket for a
full featured system, you would still be significantly cheaper than Trybooking and
with the advantages of data ownership, etc. without need to export and so on.
2. Closed loop marketing is the use of analytics and insights to build better
marketing campaigns that lead to ROI. To “close the loop”, marketers must track
and analyze their efforts from the first touchpoint all the way through to the
customer’s interactions with sales. Closed loop marketing allows a marketer to
connect every lead, opportunity, and customer to the initial marketing campaign
that brought them to the company. More importantly, it tells you which
marketing campaigns including your website, content offers, blogs, SEO tactics,
email campaigns and much more lead to the best ROI. See
https://www.smartbugmedia.com/blog/what-the-heck-is-closed-loop-marketing-
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why-do-you-need-it
From a ticketing system perspective, it is where you are able to select a specific set
of target contacts, send a direct marketing approach to them, know exactly the
number of opens, click throughs, bounces, unsubscribes etc., from that overall list of
contacts and then track through to actions taken from that specific group, such as
sales and follow ups. This then leads to a new loop or potential target that could
segment from the original based on the actions taken/not taken. Ultimately, it is
knowing what value resulted from the marketing activity.
3. Wikipedia defines Business Intelligence as): Business intelligence (BI) comprises
the strategies and technologies used by enterprises for the data analysis of
business information. BI technologies provide historical, current and predictive
views of business operations. Common functions of business intelligence
technologies include reporting, online analytical processing, analytics, data
mining, process mining, complex event processing, business performance
management, benchmarking, text mining, predictive analytics and prescriptive
analytics. BI technologies can handle large amounts of structured and sometimes
unstructured data to help identify, develop and otherwise create new strategic
business opportunities. They aim to allow for the easy interpretation of these big
data. Identifying new opportunities and implementing an effective strategy based
on insights can provide businesses with a competitive market advantage and
long-term stability.
Business intelligence can be used by enterprises to support a wide range of
business decisions ranging from operational to strategic. Basic operating
decisions include product positioning or pricing. Strategic business decisions
involve priorities, goals and directions at the broadest level. In all cases, BI is most
effective when it combines data derived from the market in which a company
operates (external data) with data from company sources internal to the business
such as financial and operations data (internal data). When combined, external
and internal data can provide a complete picture which, in effect, creates an
"intelligence" that cannot be derived from any singular set of data. Amongst
myriad uses, business intelligence tools empower organizations to gain insight
into new markets, to assess demand and suitability of products and services for
different market segments and to gauge the impact of marketing efforts.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_intelligence
The key comment here is BI technologies provide historical, current and predictive
views of business operations where historical data (reporting etc.) can be used for
predictive analysis.
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4. 3D seat mapping and venue visualisation offers a far more interactive method for
sale of tickets and is showing a higher take up/less drop out in some studies. See
an example here. https://3ddigitalvenue.com/3dmap/clients/minnesota-united/
with a 2D, simpler option here https://3ddigitalvenue.com/3dmap/clients/allentheater-2d/. Interestingly these services can sometimes actually re work the
ticketing flow on top of the ticketing system to better workflow the sales process.
While they come at a cost, they are perhaps worth considering for the benefit of
online experience.
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